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For systems of reaction-diNusion equations with Neumann boundary conditions, 
it is shown that the solutions are asymptotic to the solutions of an ordinary dif- 
ferential equation if the diffusivity is large. The methods apply also to reaction- 
diffusion systems with time delays. :i- 1986 Academic Prcrs. Inc. 
1. INTROIXWTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Many models of chemical, biological, and ecological problems involve 
systems of reactiondiffusion equations of the form 
au/ar = D ‘424 +f(u) in Q 
(1.1) 
&d/h = 0 in aa, 
where Sz is a bounded open set in R” with X2 smooth, UE R”, 
D = diag(d, ,..., dN), where each d, > 0 is a constant and f: RN + RN is a 
C2-function. Other types of boundary conditions may also occur. 
In recent years there have been many investigations devoted to the study 
of stable patterns for Eq. (l.l), that is, stable solutions which are spatially 
dependent (see, for example, [ 1 - 81). For the understanding of how stable 
patterns are created, it is obviously of interest to characterize those 
situations for which stable patterns do not exist and, even more par- 
ticularly, those systems for which the flow is essentially determined by the 
ordinary differential equation (ODE) 
duldt = f(u). (1.2) 
This latter problem has been investigated by Conway, Hoff, and Smoller 
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[9] under the assumption that there is an incclriunt region Z for Eq. (1.1 ). 
A set .Z c Iw’ is an invariant region for Eq. (1.1) if, for any initial data u,, 
with Us E Z for all x E 52, one has the solution u( 1, X) through u0 at I = 0 
also in Z for all x E Q. In [ 10,2], it is shown that an invariant region 2‘ for 
Eq. (1.1) must be a rectangle in R” if all the diffusion coeflicients d, are dis- 
tinct. If the diffusion coefficients arc equal, then Z can bc any convex set 
which is positively invariant for Eq. (1.2). 
Suppose Z is an invariant region for Eq. ( 1.1 ), M = sup{ I?j(u)/Cu) : 
UQ}, -1. is the first nonzero eigenvalue of the Laplacian with 
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on R, d = min(d, ,..., dN), and 
CT = di- M. In [9], it was shown that (T >O implies the solutions of Eq. 
(1.1) with initial data in z‘ approach a solution of the ODE (1.2) as t + x. 
Since i. is inversely proportional to the squared diameter of Q, the 
hypothesis a>0 says that diffusion on the domain is fast relative to the 
reaction term 1: In fact, the estimates in [9] show that the spatial 
inhomogeneities are quickly damped out if cr is very large. 
As remarked earlier, the hypothesis that Z be an invariant region for Eq. 
(1.1) severely limits the types of equations that can be considered. In fact, 
as pointed out by Smoller [2, p. 2123, the property that Z is an invariant 
region for Eq. (1.1) is not continuous with respect to the d,. In fact, if ,Y is a 
convex positively invariant set for the ODE (1.2) and each d,= I. 
j= 1,2,..., N, then Z is invariant for Eq. (1 .I ). However, if Z is not a rec- 
tangle then it is not invariant for Eq. (1.1) unless the dj remain equal. 
It is the purpose of this paper to begin an investigation of the behavior 
of the solutions of Eq. (1.1) when the constant di is large and Eq. (1.1) 
may not have an invariant region in I&‘. The methods will use properties of 
the flow defined by Eq. (1. I ) in function space and will be applicable to 
situations where the equation with no diffusion is a retarded functional dif- 
ferential equation or a differential equation with delays. In this latter case it 
is almost impossible to have an equation with an invariant region. 
We now describe the results in some detail. Let X= L’(Q, R”), D(A) = 
{ +4 E W’.2(Q, I&!“): &+3/&r = 0 on JQ}, A = -A: D(A) + X. In the usual way, 
one delines the fractional power spaces X” using the operator A. If n < 3, 
a< a < 1, then it is known that X” c W’~*(Q, [WN)n L”(Q, W”) with con- 
tinuous inclusion. One can then show (see, for example, Henry [ 10, p. 753) 
that, for any ug E x’, a > $, there is a unique solution u(r, ., uo) E X’ of Eq. 
(1.1) through ug at t = 0 which is continuous in I, uO. 
A set .d c X” is a compuct attractor for Eq. (1.1) if .d is compact, 
invariant, and there is a neighborhood U of -01 such that the w-limit set of 
U is .d. By the o-limit set (o(U) of U, we mean 
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In a similar way one can define a compact attractor in RN for the ODE 
(1.2). 
If d is a compact attractor for the ODE (1.2) then it can be considered 
as a subset of the constant functions in A’” and it will be a compact 
invariant set for the PDE ( 1.1). However, it need not be an attractor 
without some conditions on D and 52. If d = min { d,, j = 1,2,..., N} and -A 
is the first nonzero eigenvalue of A with Neumann conditions, then the 
main result of the paper is the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose d is a compact attractor for the ODE ( 1.2). 
Then there exists a 6 > 0 such that .d considered as a subset of the constant 
,functions in x”, a> 3, n < 3, is a compact attractor ,for the PDE (1.1) if 
di. > 6. More precisely, there is a neighborhood Vof .d in x’ and constants 
K > 0, c > 0 such thur, for any u0 E V, the solution u(t, ., uO) of Eq. (1.1) 
through u,, at t = 0 satisfies 
lu(t;,+,)-ii(f)(X”<Ke “, (>O, 
where U(t) = lsZ\ ’ Jn u(t, x, uO) dx and U(t) satisfies the equation 
d4Old( =f(u(O) + A(, u,), 
where Ig(t, u,,)l < Ke-“‘, t>,O. 
The technical part of the theorem states that the solution u(r, ., uO) 
approaches its average value U(t) exponentially as z -+ m in the space x”. 
Since a > i, this implies, in particular, that the solution approaches ii(r) 
exponentially as r + cc in L”(s2, W”). The conclusions in Theorem 1.1 are 
the same as the ones in Conway, Hoff, and Smaller [9] mentioned above. 
The proof of the theorem is given in Section 2 and uses an elementary 
property of Liapunov functions for ODES and a special decomposition of 
Eq. (1.1). In Section 3 we consider invariant regions and show how the 
method presented here gives the same qualitative results as in [9], but the 
rates of decay are not as sharp. Generalizations to functional differential 
equations are given in Section 4. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
If A4 c RN is a given set and x E R”’ is given, we let d(x, M) denote the 
distance from x to M. Suppose d is a compact attractor for the ODE 
( 1.2). From Yoshizawa [ 11, p. 1111, there are a neighborhood U of d and 
a Lipschitz continuous function V: II + R such that, for any x E U, 
409:11?.:2-12 
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(i) V(x)=0 if .r E .d; 
(ii) a(d(x, &)) 6 V(x) < h(d(x, .M’)) where a(r) is continuous, non- 
decreasing, a(r) > 0 if r > 0, and h(r) is continuous, h(O) = 0. 
(iii) ~~&)< - V(x) where liCl,z,(x) =&h-C) h ‘[ Y(u(h, x)) - 
V(x)] with u(t, x) being the solution of Eq. (1.2) through x at [ = 0. 
In the following, for any c > 0 we let V, = {x E II: V(x) < c}, Y, = Cf c’, . 
From property (ii) above, PC is compact for any c>O. 
Let WC X’ be the linear subspace consisting of the constant functions, 
A’“= W@ Wi, u=v+w, where UE W, H‘E W;, 
v=lQl I r J u(x) dx, J ’ w(x)dx=O. R R (2.1) 
We can identify W with RN and therefore will consider v as an element of 
W as well as a vector in RN. 
Suppose u(t, .) is a solution of Eq. ( 1. I ) and let u( r, .) = U(I) + \v( 1, ), 
U(I)E W, we W,L. Then 
dvJdt = P(v, w) 





mu, 0) =f(v), Q( v, 0) = 0. (2.4) 
Also, for + E Wt, we have 
CQ,,(u, 4) $I(-~) =f’(v + 4(x)) tW) - IQ1 -’ [J.‘(v + KY)) W) dr 
= Cl“(V + b(x)) -f“(O)1 IL(x) +f’(t’) 40) 
- WI -’ s, Cf’(u +4(v)) -f’(u)1 $(v) dy, 
since Jo 1(1= 0. Since a > a, 4 E X” implies 4 E L30(QR) RN) and there is a con- 
stant k such that [qilrs<k 1q51p. Let M,=sup{Jf’(v)(: DE rC}. For any 
c, < c, there is a 6 > 0 such that I#IP < 6, v E V,., implies v + b(x) E VC for 
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x E Q. Since f is a C*-function, it follows that there is a constant N,. such 
that 
I f’(u + 4(x)) -S’(u)1 G N, 141 LI G NJ 141 x? 
VE V,.,, I#IP ~6. Therefore, 
ICQJu, 4) $Xx) -f’(u) $(x)1 6 2k*N,. 141,x- IJII,v 
which implies 
lQr(c, 4) $-f’(c) d4x~2k2N,. WI*‘* 141, IJ/Ix-. 
Relation (2.5) and the triangle inequality imply that 
lQ(k $)I G 0 ldlx- 
0 = M, k + 2k*N,. 1521 I!* 6 
1 (2.5 
(2.6 
in the set u E V,., , 141 P < 6. 
Let 7J I) be the semigroup on W: , 0 < r < 1, generated by the equation 
LOW/& = D Aw in 52 
dwldn=O on &? 
Now, fix Q > 2. There is a constant k, > 0 such that 
IT(t) wj,<k,e-di’ JwJp, t>o, WE w; 
(T(t) wl,<k,emJi’r ’ JwIx, 130,WEWL. 
(2.7) 
We can now use the variation of constants formula to rewrite the initial 
value problem for Eq. (2.2) as 




w(r)= 7-(r) w,+ T(t-s)[Q(u(s), w(s))] h. 
0 
For any c, < c, choose 6 as before so that 141 P < 6, u E V,., implies 
L’ +4(x) E vc. Choose a constant u, 0 < r~ < II., let k, be the Lipschitz con- 
stant for V on V(, I!, =j; s-‘e -“-n”)sds and let V(r)>p>O for 
u E P,.\ V,., . With the constants as in Eq. (2.6), choose di > 0 and q < 6 so 
that 
p - k, M,krj > 0. (2.9) 
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Let u(f), w(t) satisfy Eq. (2.8). If C(.P)E k’,,. IL\*(,s)I,,~ < ?I for 0 6 .y < I, then 
relation (2.6) implies that 
%4N 6 -Vu(f)) + k? lP(l,(t), H.(t)) -.I‘(c(f))l 
d -I/(c(r))+k,M,k In*(r)l,u, 
d -Vu(r)) + k,M, kq 
z(t)<k,e ‘(’ ““z(O)+k,U~‘(+s) ‘4 d(i “)” “z(s)& 
0 
where z(f)= Iw(f)J,expdur. 
If y(f) = sup{ z(s), 0 d s d f }, then 
z(f)<k,e -d(i -““z(o) + <y(r). 
This implies that y(t) < k,( I - {) ’ z(O). This implies that 
Thus, we see that 
P(u(r))< -V(u(r))+k,M,.krj 
(2.10) 
if it is assumed that u(s) E V,,, Iw(s)~~ < 4. 
Now choose 6, so that k,(l -[)-‘S, ~9. If L’~E V,,, (wolP<6, then 
relations (2.9), (2.10) imply that u(f) E V,., , [w(f)1 P < q for all f > 0. 
Relation (2.10) also implies that jw(t)l, approaches zero exponentially 
as f + co. Thus, the w-limit set of every solution of Eq. (2.2) with initial 
value co E V,., and IwJ xo < 8, must have w  = 0; that is, the w-limit set of any 
solution of Eq. (1.1) with u. = u. + IV,, satisfying the above condition must 
lie in the set Wn V,.,. Furthermore 
du(f)/df =f(u(f)) + [P(u(fh w(f)) -.f(4f))l 
and the second term approaches zero exponentially as f -+ CC. Therefore, 
the limit set of t’ must be a union of invariant sets of du/df =1(u) which 
belong to V,, (see Yoshizawa [ 111). However, all such invariant sets must 
belong to ~4. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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3. THE CASE OF AN INVARIANT REGION 
If Eq. ( 1.1) has an invariant region Z in RN, and u E Z, 4 E W:, 
v + +6(x) E Z for x E 1;2, then Conway, Hoff, and Smoller [9] prove a more 
global version of Theorem 1 .l. In fact, assuming the initial data 
u0 E Ck.‘(S2, W”), u,,(x) E C for x E 52, they prove that the solution u(t, x) 
through ug satisfies IVr~(l, *)I ,.z, lu(t, .) - U(t)lL7. + 0 as I + ,z exponen- 
tially with exponent 0. To obtain the Lz estimate on V,u and an L2 
estimate on u(f, .) - U(t) is not difficult using simple integration by parts 
and the variational characterization of the first eigenvalue of A. The L” 
estimate uses more sophisticated properties of parabolic equations and the 
reader is referred to [9] for details. 
The method used in the previous section can be applied to this case but 
the exponential estimate is not as precise. We briefly indicate how this can 
be accomplished. If ug E X”, a > i, and u”(x) E Z for .r E 52, then the solution 
u(f, .Y) through ug remains in 2‘ for all r > 0. If 4 E W;, u + 4(x) E Z for 
x~52, then one easily shows that IQJu, #)I 6 2 IQ\‘!’ kM, where k is such 
that l4l,.7 <k 141p and M= sup{ lf’(r;)l. CEZ). Using the variation of 
constants formula 
W(I) = en“'wo + j' eDA" - "Q( 1;(s), w(s)) ds 
0 
and letting k, = k, 152) I/‘, one obtains 
l4t)l,r<k,e di’Iw~lx7 
+2k kM 
3 (t-s) -21w(s)l,d.v. 
Let z(r) = lw(r)lF exp jr, di. - p > 0, y(t) = supoiJc, z(s). Then . . 
z(l)dklz(0)+2k,kMj’ e-“” IN’ r’(~-s)-31z(s)ds 
0 
<k,z(O)+2k,kM j’& em”“! b).‘s ’ dsy(t). 
0 
It is clear that one can choose /I, d so that the coefficient 6, of y(t) is < 1. 
Then, 
lw(t)l,<k,(l -0)-l emP’ lwoIx, f>O. 
This estimate implies that [w(t)1 F and so Iw(l)J LJ1 + 0 exponentially as 
t + co. This also implies that P(u(r), w(r)) --f(u(f)) --t 0 exponentially and 
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we obtain all of the conclusions of Theorem 1.1. Of course, the exponential 
estimate is not a good one 
4. FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Suppose r > 0 is a given constant, f: C( [ -r, 01, RN) + R” is a given 
C2-function, and consider the equations 
a46 x)/df = D WI, x) +.f(u,(., x)) in 52 
al4 1, x)/an = 0 on dQ, 
(4.1) 
where u,(&x)=u(t+&x), 0~ [-r,O], XEQ. 
As before, let X= L’(Q, IWN) define the spaces X” and choose i < a < I. 
For any 4 E C( [ -r, 01, XJI) with a#(& x)/&r = 0, -r d 8 d 0, one can 
define a solution u(f, x, 4) of Eq. (4.1) on an interval -r d t < OL, s( > 0, with 
~(0, x, 4) = #(0, x), -r Q 8 6 0. This solution u(r, ., 4) will be in x”, it will 
be continuous in f, 4, and continuously differentiable in 4. The proof of this 
fact follows along the lines of Henry [ 10 J or Travis and Webb [ 1 I 1. 
Ifwelet T(f,d)EC([-r,O],y) bedefined by T(r,~)(H)=u(t+e;,~), 
-r < 8< 0, then T(t, .) defines a local semiflow on C( [ -r, 01, A”). 
Positive, negative, and complete orbits are defined in the usual way as well 
as r-limit sets, o-limit sets, invariant sets, and compact attractors. 
If .d c C( [ -r, 01, [w”) is a compact attractor for the retarded functional 
differential equation (RFDE), 
dU(f)/df =1‘(c,(.)) (4.2) 
then there is a Liapunov function Y defined in a neighborhood of .d and 
satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Section 2 (see Yoshizawa [ 111). 
If + E C( [ -r, 01, rW”‘) and u(r, $) is the solution of Eq. (4.2) through II/ 
at t =0 and &B)(x) = e(x), - r<Cl,<O, XEQ, then $eC([-r,O], iV) 
and u(f, x, $) = 4f, Ic/), x E 52, is the solution of Eq. (4. I ) through 3. Thus, 
every solution of the RFDE (4.2) is a solution of Eq. (4.1). 
To obtain the analog of Theorem 1.1 for Eq. (4. I ), we make the decom- 
position of x” as X” = We Vi as was done in Section 2, where U is iden- 
tified with IWN and u = u + w, I; E U, WE 19: implies 1; = IQ] -’ In U(X) dx. 
This decomposition of X’ induces in a natural way a decomposition of 
C([ -r, 01, Xl) as 
C(C-r,Ol,X”)=C(C-r,Ol,IWN)~C(C-r,Ol, Cl:) 
4=5+*, w=w4 1 j mwdx. 
u 
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If u is a solution of Eq. (4.1) with initial value u0 and 
u(t,x)=u(1)+w(t,x) 
u(r)= p-21 --I JI, u(t, x) dx 
then it follows from Eq. (4.1) that 
C(t) = P(u,, w,) 
k’(r) = D dw(r) + Q(o,, w,), 
where the initial values uO, w0 of u, w  are given by 
(4.3 1 
(4.4) 
h(e) = IQI ’ jQ u,,(O, x) dx 
(4.5 1 
wo(& x) = k3(0, x) - UtJO), -r<OQO, 
and 
P(LIc/)=IQl ’ 1 .f(t+‘+q.,x))dx <R 
Q(k II/)(-~)=J’(~+~(.,.K))-P(~, $1 (4.6) 
5~C(C--,0l,W, ‘h~c([--,01, u:,. 
Equation (4.4) with initial data ~1~ can be written as 
w( 1, x) = eDn’ ~“(0, x) + 1: eD”“-“Q(u,, w,,) ds, rg0 
w( I, x) = w()( 1, x), t so, 
or, for -rG0<0, 
w( 1 + 8, x) = eD “” + f” w,(O,x)+j:+o eDn(‘+’ “Q(u,, w,) ~5, t+o>o, 
w(l + 0, x) = hlo(t + 8, x), f+e<o 
If we define the n x n matrix function X(0) and semigroup S(f) by X,(e) = 0 
for 0<0, X,(O)= I, the identity 
[S(f) w,](O, x) = eDn(‘+o)wo(O, x), t+ego 
= w,(t + e, x), t+e<o 
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then the above formula for the solution M’ becomes 
.- I
)1.,(0, x) = [s(t) 14‘,)](tl, .r) + ) [P” “X,,](O) Q(t‘,, ll’,) rls (4.7) 
‘0 
for all t 2 0, -r < 0 6 0. We will write this last equation as 
w, = S( 1) W” + I 
’ eon” “‘X,Q(c we ) ds 59 .s 1 t>O (4.8) 
0 
always remembering that it is evaluated as in Eq. (4.7). 
Using the estimates (2.7), Eqs. (4.3), (4.8) and the same type of 
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, one obtains the following result: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose d c C( [ -r, 01, rWN) is a compact attractor ji)r 
the RFDE (4.2). Then there is a 6 > 0 such that .d considered as a subset of 
C( [ -r, 01, Xl), a > i, is a compact attractor for Eq. (4.1) lf (II > 6. More 
precisely, there is a neighborhood V of .d in C( [ -r, 01, A”) and constants 
K > 0, c > 0 such that, fk any u. E V, the solution u( t, x, u”). t 2 - r, of Eq. 
(4.1) wirh ~(0, x, uo) = ~“(0, x), - r < 0 < 0 sarisfies 
~u(t;.uo)-U(t)~~<Ke “, 120, 
where u(f) = IQ/ ’ In u(t, x) d.v, t 2 -r, and U(I) satisfies rhe equation 
ddl)ldr =.f’(fi,) + g(f, uo), 13 0, 
Ig(r, %)I < Ke “, I 3 0. 
5. EXAMPLES 
Examples in ordinary differential equations are very easy to obtain. Con- 
way, Hoff, and Smaller 193 have several interesting ones for the case in 
which there is an invariant region Z. Any two species Volterra-Lotka 
model for which the ODE’s have a unique stable limit cycle in the positive 
quadrant IP+ would have a compact attractor d in lR’+. Therefore, this 
model with large diffusion would have the same attractor & in the function 
space. 
As remarked earlier, it is almost impossible to have an invariant region 
when the equation without diffusion is an RFDE. Therefore, we give an 
example illustrating an implication of the theory for this case. 
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Consider the scalar differential difference equation 
C(f)= -(n/2+p)u(t-I)[1 +u(1)] (5.1) 
in a neighborhood of /J = 0, u =O. Zero is always a solution of this 
equation. Also, for fi < 0, the origin is asymptotically stable. At p = 0, the 
linearized equation has two eigenvalues on the imaginary axis with the 
remaining ones having negative real parts. For p > 0 there is a Hopf bifur- 
cation to a stable periodic orbit. (See, for example, Hale [ 133, Chow and 
Mallet-Paret [14], Stech [ 151.) Therefore, there is a p,,>O and a 
neighborhood W of zero in C( [ - 1, 01, W) such that Eq. (5.1) has a com- 
pact attractor of &,, in W and .G$ = (0) for -cl0 < p d 0 and 
*dp = WgO) u 7, for 0 <p d po, where y,, is the periodic orbit obtained from 
the Hopf biburcation and W;(O) is the unstable manifold of the zero 
solution. 
Theorem 4.1 implies that s$, is an attractor for the equation 
au(t,x)/af=dLlu(f,x)-(n/2+I-()u(t-l,x)[1+u(t,x)] in Q 
2u( t, x)/&l = 0 on c?Q 
in C( [ - 1, 01, X’), a > a, if dl, > 6, where 6 is sufficiently large. Further- 
more, the estimates in Theorem 4.1 show, in particular, that the orbit y/l is 
asymptotically orbitally stable in C( [ - I, 01, xl) if di. > 6. 
It is clear that the above remarks remain valid for any RFDE in a 
neighborhood of a Hopf bifurcation. In particular, a stable Hopf bifur- 
cation remains stable if di. is sufliciently large which is a result previously 
obtained by Yoshida [16]. 
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